Since the beginning of his career and to this day, A. B. Bakushinsky's scientific interests have spanned various fields of computational mathematics. In his early papers, A. B. Bakushinsky investigated algorithms designed to construct approximate solutions to Fredholm integral equations of the second kind by initially solving the "rough" approximation of the equation and subsequently refining the pre-estimated solution by iterations. Further direction of A. B. Bakushinsky's research was largely influenced by the pioneering papers of Dr. A.N. Tikhonov on the regularization of ill-posed problems (1963 and beyond). Since 1965, almost all of A. B. Bakushinsky's research work has been devoted to various aspects of the theory of inverse and ill-posed problems and resulted in several cycles of articles and monographs. The first cycle of articles on this subject (1965) (1966) (1967) (1968) (1969) (1970) (1971) ) was devoted to linear operator equations in Hilbert spaces. Here, A. B. Bakushinsky proposed a general scheme for the approximation and regularization of such equations, which made it possible to develop a unified approach to the design and analysis of different numerical algorithms for solving inverse problems, including iterative methods. In particular, he modified and investigated algorithms that were previously used for solving well-posed problems. These papers were partially presented in his PhD dissertation "On the approximate solution of Fredholm integral equations of the second and first kind" (1966), defended at Moscow State University under the supervision of Dr. A.N. Tikhonov. In the early 1970s, A. B. Bakushinsky proposed a new approach to the construction of methods for solving ill-posed Cauchy problems of the first and second order in a Banach space using finite-difference schemes. Earlier, such schemes were used exclusively to solve well-posed Cauchy problems.
Since 1975, A. B. Bakushinsky has been developing the theory of iterative solutions for nonlinear illposed problems. He put forward the so-called "principle of iterative regularization", which gave rise to a general scheme allowing to construct and investigate iterative algorithms for an approximate solution of irregular operator equations and variational inequalities with monotone operators in Hilbert and Banach spaces. From that point on, the research work of A. B. Bakushinsky has mainly been devoted to the construction and convergence analysis of iterative algorithms for solving operator equations with smooth but not necessarily monotone operators, and to using such algorithms for the numerical study of various inverse problems and estimating the accuracy of their solutions. In this regard, he highlighted the fundamental importance of the source-wise representation of the solution for justifying the convergence of iterative algorithms. The papers written during this period of time have brought about a whole new direction in the theory of regularization of nonlinear ill-posed problems and formed the basis for the design of effective problem-oriented algorithms aimed at solving optimization problems in mathematical biology, geophysics, reconstructive tomography and many other areas. Not only did A. B. Bakushinsky's research on iterative regularization contribute to a significant enrichment of theoretical computational mathematics, but it also established a background for the development of various classes of stable methods for solving irregular nonlinear operator equations. These equations are the most common approach to the representation of applied inverse ill-posed problems.
A. B. Bakushinsky's scientific contributions have earned him a reputation of a world renowned expert in the field and have been of paramount importance to the theory of ill-posed problems and to contemporary computational mathematics. We specially mention his fundamental result in the theory of ill-posed problems, which is known as the "Taboo of Bakushinsky" in modern mathematical literature. The essence of this result, in general terms, is that any algorithm for solving a fundamentally ill-posed problem in an infinite space must depend on the estimation of the error in the input data. Thus, it is impossible to solve an ill-posed problem in the absence of this estimate, and any method for solving an inverse problem that does not depend on such an estimate is suitable for solving well-posed or conditionally well-posed problems only. The main results obtained by A. B. Bakushinsky from the beginning of his career have been reflected in numerous articles and monographs. These publications feature an elegant combination of concise presentation style with deep mathematical content.
A. B. Bakushinsky's scientific discoveries have had a significant impact on the contemporary theory of methods for solving inverse and ill-posed problems. In fact, he initiated several new avenues of research in this field. The most prominent among them are the theory of stable parametric approximation of solutions to irregular linear equations in Hilbert and Banach spaces, the theory of finite-difference methods for solving ill-posed Cauchy problems, and the theory of iterative methods for solving irregular nonlinear equations with an arbitrary degeneracy.
Throughout his fruitful research career, A. B. Bakushinsky has been actively collaborating with different scientists representing a wide range of mathematical disciplines, both in Russia and abroad. Among them were experienced colleagues as well as young aspiring investigators, for whom Anatoly Borisovich was not only a co-author, but also a wonderful mentor and teacher. All of them are immensely grateful to A. B. Bakushinsky for his generosity in sharing his original scientific ideas, experience, and knowledge, and for opening (and continuing to open) new horizons for their future research work. We wish the jubilarian great health and further creative ideas for the benefit of our beloved science.
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